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#1 Amazon Bestseller In Women's SpiritualityAre you a woman over forty standing in the crossroads of
midlife transition-approaching retirement, about to become a clear nester, dealing with aging parents,
downsizing, divorce, or loss of a loved one? Are you finally facing “me”ll be empowered to create a life you
unquestionably love and a legacy that will allow you to say with total confidence that your daily life
mattered!s here, you don’ll gain clarity understanding why you are here, the unique gifts you have to offer
the world, and what will fill your daily life with joy and passion. Within you is normally a unique code
concealed in your DNA that keeps everything you need to know. If this has you feeling thrilled, confused,
frustrated, and scared all at exactly the same time, then this reserve is for you. Right now is your time
and effort!ll discover ways to discover who you are, what you want, and how exactly to create a legacy
that counts!This stage of life has given you a wonderful opportunity to pause, reflect, and reinvent your
daily life. Now is the perfect time to dream big. You can do whatever you want, and most importantly, what
you were meant to do. But life is short and you have to be obvious on who you are and what you want
before you craft a lifestyle that helps your deepest wishes. You just want to know how exactly to access
the information waiting around inside you.ve generally imagined, and deserve, right now; then you need

Clarity.Discovering your true personal, your specific purpose in existence, and what fills your life with a
burning interest is something anyone can perform, including you. If you need to cut to the chase and begin
living the life you’ Do you have so many passions and passions that you are feeling overwhelmed just
thinking about the place to start? You’You’t know what you want to do? This reserve presents a simple,
easy to follow solution to discover your 7 Inner Keys to Clearness and unlock your personal vault revealing
who you really are, what you want, and how exactly to develop a legacy that matters! time however now
that it’What You Will Learn In This Book:A simple step-by-step method to discover your individual 7
Internal Keys to ClarityWhat the Keys are and just why they are essential to gaining the clarity you
needThe unique gifts you need to offer the worldWhat will fill your daily life with intense joy and burning
up passionHow to discover your unique mixture code to unlock your unlimited personal power supplyYour
individual road map to happiness and success on your own termsHow to use your internal assistance to get
and stay on track for the most amazing second chapter of lifeAnd much more!If you are ready to end the
constant confusion and gain the clarity you have to live a life that lighting your fire and feeds your soul,
then buy this book today and step in to the life you want and deserve. You’
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  The writer connects with the reader in a way that only a female who offers experienced the struggle of
selecting "clearness" in one's purpose can talk about! About the horse therapy and the ranch and the boss
back the day. From the values she noticed as a young single mom and profession woman to the amazing rise
to ownership of a successful software firm to the realization of a breathtaking fantasy, lifestyle keeps
throwing out problems. And dishing out lessons. From a loss of life, to a raging fire that threatens her
property and the lives of everybody in her sphere, to some life-changing decisions about her lifestyle,
business and house, at each challenge, she searches for direction and meaning, gathering power to force on
and make sense of it all. The theory that people reach our goals and live happily ever after is actually
dispelled, yet there's fun to be found in waking up each new morning and operating through and around
obstacles to get to a goal. I hope this book may be the first in a series, because there is a lot more I
want to know. Collier's life experiences and this is she has found for the lessons life has taught her. I am
waiting to hear when the next installment is preparing to enjoy! This book explores important ideas and a
time of life that each woman can benefit from.” This book is an instrument to assist you do that. It is
created in the context of helping women look for a second career that is in tune with their core ideals and
interests if they reach the place in their lives (frequently after retirement) where they're free to finally
select what THEY wish related to their hard work. Her personal trip inspired me throughout I was

attracted to this reserve because I am always searching for clarity and here it was - a book about
locating clarity! It will be valuable for college students who remain deciding what their career will be, and
also individuals who feel unsatisfied making use of their current career path. Mary Collier has a large
amount of insight that she has gained through her personal remarkable journey. The book is brief, but well
written and filled with information and also online exercises to help you shape yourself out. I highly
recommend scanning this book. This publication is assisting me to regain concentrate. This book came just at
the proper time for me. Excellent! Very Powerful! As a ladies approaching this stage of life, its great to
have a resource such as this book to reflect on during the days, week, weeks of planning 'what's next' in
life! Valuable Ideas! 2. A straightforward blueprint for me to follow. 3. A free workbook to greatly help me
take action. Mary's viewpoint on the "New Age Woman" and the different ways we are able to impact this
world for a lifetime is not only refreshing, but also inspiring. Which may be the focus, but I really believe
this is a great tool for just about any one, female or male, who hasn't however figured that out. It is a
true gem of inspiration and guidance. The queries at the end of every chapter helped me sort out the
seven internal keys she explained to discover my very own clarity. I specifically related to the chapter on
support to others. If you want more clarity about your daily life direction, authentic offering, or
connected to your passion, I recommend this book. She Gives Herself as an Authentic Companion and Guide
Mary took me personally on a self-awareness journey that inspired me personally with suggestions to
explore, steps to take, and understanding to floor the journey. The writer connects with the reader in a .
I find myself going back to pick it up for a dosage of clearness when I want it, reminding me this is not a
solitary journey we are on. I've grown a lot these past year or two, internally in these same methods, but
now I've found myself a little bit overwhelmed, getting bogged down trying to figure out how I will
proceed. This publication chronicles her very own lessons learned, giving visitors an authentic companion and
guide. Excellent!..Great Personal Tale With Lessons Learned And Shared Such a heart-felt sharing of Mary
F. Wonderfully told stories to connect her ideas. Great read for anybody making career/second profession
choices A vintage Confucius quote says, "Select a job you love, and you will do not have to work a day time
in your daily life. Well worth enough time and investment (not to mention being understood)! its great to

get a resource like this book to ... I love this book for the following reasons: 1. Great read! THE BRAND
NEW Age Woman Can Make and Impact but still Have Balance! If you are on a quest to grow at all and
you have come across this book, GET IT! It's always been my quest to find a balance between my
business, family members and what I want to leave behind in this world. Thanks Mary for giving "Clearness"



and lighting my path to achieve success!
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